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Abstract
The purpose of the project, which led to this thesis, was to investigate the
possible effects different horizontal Fields of View (FoV) have on driving
performance when driving at night with a Vision Enhancement System (VES).
The FoV chosen to be examined were 12° and 24°, both displayed on a screen
with the horizontal size of 12° FoV. This meant that the different conditions of
FoV also had different display ratios 1:1 and 1:2. No effort was made to separate
these parameters.

A simulator study was performed at the simulator at IKP, Linköping University.
Sixteen participants in a within-group design participated in the study. The
participants drove two road sections; one with a 12° FoV and the other with a
24° FoV. During each section four scenarios were presented in which the
participants passed one of three types of objects; a moose, a deer or a man. In
each section, two of the objects stood right next to the road and two were
standing seventeen meters to the right of the road. As the drivers approached the
objects standing seventeen meters to the right of the road, the objects moved out
of the VES when the vehicle was 200 meters in front of the object with a 12°
FoV. The objects could be seen with the naked eye when the vehicle was 100
meters in front of the object. When the drivers approached the objects with a 24°
FoV the objects moved out of the VES display when it was possible to see them
unaided.

Results show that a 24° FoV displayed with a 1:2 ratio gives the drivers
improved anticipatory control, compared to a 12° FoV displayed with a 1:1
ratio. The participants with a broader FoV were able to make informed decisions
whereas with a narrow FoV some participants started to reaccelerate when they
could not see an object. Results also show that any difference in recognition
distance that may exist between a 12° and a 24° camera angle displayed in a 12°
FoV display do not seem to have any adverse effect on the quality of driving.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background
Driving a car involves a variety of perceptual, cognitive and motor tasks. It is an
activity that is becoming increasingly more complex due to growing traffic as
well as modern technology.

To describe the cognitive processes involved in driving a car, an important tool
is modeling. The present study is based on theories of cognition as control
introduced by Hollnagel (2001a, 2001b). Hollnagel bases his theories on the
assumption that in human-machine systems, the human and the machine (in this
case the car and the driver) should be seen as one unit. The Extended Control
Model (ECOM) provides a practical foundation for analyzing controller
performance as well as implementing controller models. It is a multi-level
model, which states that the performance of the joint system can be described as
taking place at several levels simultaneously. The driver uses both anticipatory
and compensatory control when navigating through the world. Anticipatory
control is based on experience and expectations of what will happen down the
road whereas compensatory control is based on feedback and reactions of the
driver.

The main goal of the new technology developed for cars is to make driving
safer. Driving safely involves being able to see and interpret the road as far
ahead as possible. In daylight, experienced drivers look 100-400 meters in front
of their vehicle. At night this distance is reduced to 70 meters by low-beam
headlights. Consequently, driving at night poses somewhat different problems
than daytime driving. Some of these problems may be reduced by using a Vision
Enhancement System (VES) based on a thermal camera. Research has provided
evidence of various advantages of such a system. One benefit of a VES in
nighttime driving is that it is possible to discover obstacles on the road earlier
with a VES than without. Another benefit is that early detection of curves and
obstacles allows more anticipatory control of the driving and hence makes it
easier to plan ahead.

1.2 Commissioner of the Study � Autoliv Research
Autoliv Research in Vårgårda initiated and funded the present study as a
continuation of an experiment conducted at Linköping University in 2001
(Taube 2001, Karlsson 2002). Autoliv have been interested in a couple of
specific questions for their development of Vision Enhancement Systems. These
have been the primary objectives of three parallel studies that have been
performed in the simulator at Linköping University and which have studied
different aspects of the VES display, image transparency, Field of View and
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display location. The present study will examine possible consequences of
different Fields of View (FoV).

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of different horizontal FoV
of the VES display in nighttime driving. The horizontal FoV that are compared
are 12° and 24°, both displayed on a screen with 12° horizontal FoV and 4°
vertical FoV. The fact that both FoV will be displayed on the same size screens
means that the ratio in the display will be different for the different conditions.
The study aims to see if different display FoV yield different driver
performances. The author assumes that the 24° FoV will be the preferable one
since it gives the driver a larger FoV and hence more anticipatory control.

1.4 Overview
Chapters 2 � 4 introduce the theoretical framework of this report. Chapter 4 and
5 explain the background of the hypothesis and the methods used to explore
them. Chapter 6 and 7 present the results of the study and a discussion of these
findings and possible conclusions.
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2. Driving as a Joint Cognitive System
Driving is considered to be a relatively simple task but it is in fact a complex
cognitive task that requires planning as well as timing. To understand how
drivers use their cognitive capacity during the driving task, an important tool is
modeling human cognition. Traditional modeling of control has been based on
the premise that human-machine systems have a structural separateness between
the technological devices and the human (Hollnagel 2001a). The drivers are seen
as information-processing units in the sense that information (input) enters the
system (driver) which then processes that input. This processing is visualized
through boxes in a flow-chart. An output is generated and applied to the controls
of the car (Karlsson 2002).

This paper will not be based on this traditional way of modeling driving. Instead
it will be grounded on a functional model that emphasizes how a joint human-
machine system can maintain control over a situation when the operator and
system are seen as one unit. Based on this approach of seeing the systems as one
unit, called a Joint Cognitive System (JCS), models of control have been
developed (Hollnagel 2001a). The following sections will describe two of these
models and show how they can be applied to driving a car.

2.1 Basic Cyclical Model of Control
The basic cyclical model of control developed by Hollnagel (2002a) is based on
the principles of Neisser�s (1976) basic perceptual cycle (Figure 1). The
perceptual cycle represents the continuous features of perception. Neisser points
out that anticipatory schemas prepare the perceiver to receive certain
information rather than other. The schema directs the exploration of the world.
The new information obtained modifies the schema to direct further exploration.
Neisser further states that we can only see things that we can look for, hence the
schemas determines what we will see.

The basic cyclical model of control outlines action and control by describing the
performance of the Joint Cognitive System as a collaboration of balanced
feedback and �feedforward� (Figure 2). It describes how feedback from driving
and external events modifies the current understanding of the surrounding
world. The modified construct directs new actions, feedforward, which then
produces new feedback to modify the construct and so on.
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Figure 1. The basic perceptual cycle. Figure 2. The basic cyclical model of control.

From Neisser (1976). From Hollnagel (2001a).

Applied to driving a car, the driver and the car together constitute the Joint
Cognitive System. The driver uses feedback and feedforward to act and be in
control of the vehicle. Feedback from action responses and external events is
used to control and regulate driving. This enables a driver to maintain things like
speed and separation distance with minimum effort. Feedforward from the
current understanding, which is made up of the drivers� experience and situation
awareness, regulates and controls further action (Hollnagel 2001a).

The cyclical model is reactive as well as proactive. The performance of the cycle
is reactive since it is shaped by information about new events and feedback. It is
proactive since the actions are determined by the current understanding of the
situation and accordingly by expectations of what might happen next. The task
of driving is however too complex to be described by the Basic Cyclical model
because it only has one loop. The Extended Control Model, ECOM (ibid.) better
describes this activity which supposedly takes place on many levels
simultaneously.

2.2 The Extended Control Model
The Extended Control Model, ECOM, gives control further dimensions as it
divides the performance of the Joint Cognitive System into several simultaneous
loops or levels of activity. Though there is no absolute number of levels in the
model, Hollnagel (2001a) distinguishes among four levels of activity: tracking,
regulation, monitoring and targeting.
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2.2.1 The Multi-level Activity of Driving
Tracking (called controlling in earlier versions of the model), is the basic level
of ECOM is the loop that accomplishes the basics of driving (Figure 3). The
tracking level requires that actions have been defined, which according to the
ECOM is done on the next level, regulating. These actions or target values
generate corrective actions, which produce feedback to the driver. The loop
takes care of things like keeping intended speed and lateral position, activities
that are usually automated for the experienced driver. If conditions change (i.e.,
the roads are slippery), these actions become attended and move up to the
regulating loop, which will be described later. For novice drivers these activities
are not automated and, as in the case of rough conditions for skilled drivers, the
activities take place in the regulating loop. Most of the tracking activities are
such that they can in some cases be taken over by technology, for example,
speed can be maintained by a cruise control. Tracking tasks are feedback tasks
(ibid.).

Figure 3. Activities at the level of tracking. From Hollnagel (2001a).

The regulating level (Figure 4) directs the tracking level by providing input to
it. The loop in turn requires plans and objectives from the monitoring level.
Through these objectives it schedules actions that provide feedback to the driver.
The feedback is used to recognize and modify new plans. The activities in the
regulating level manipulate the vehicle, which become short-term goals or
subordinate loops. In driving, regulating is concerned with the position of the car
relative to other traffic elements. This is not an automated activity since it
requires the driver to attend to what he is doing. This level can postpone the
tracking loop when required, i.e., maintaining speed may not be as important as
keeping position in the traffic flow. The activities on this level are mostly
feedback activities, however feedforward may occur (ibid.).
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Figure 4. Activities at the level of regulating. From Hollnagel (2001a).

The third level is monitoring (Figure 5). This level is concerned with the Joint
Cognitive System relative to the environment. It formulates plans to achieve
goals made on the targeting level. Among other things, the aim of the loop is to
monitor the vehicle. However, in modern cars many of the monitoring tasks are
taken care of by instrumentation, such as the fuel gauge. Monitoring also
concerns location of the vehicle relative to the destination, hence it is
responsible for choosing the proper roads. Finally, the monitoring level keep
track of traffic signs and signals. It is reactive as well as proactive since the
plans that are formulated in the monitoring level guide the activities in the
regulating level (ibid.).

Figure 5. Activities at the level of monitoring. From Hollnagel (2001a).
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Targeting is the highest level of activity in ECOM (Figure 6). This level is
concerned with setting long-term and short-term goals as well as prioritizing
between them. Some goals adhere to others, for example if a driver is late to a
meeting the goal of keeping the speed limit may be set aside by the goal of
arriving on time. Targeting is mainly a feedforward task since it anticipates what
will happen next. Situation awareness is one factor that determines the choice of
goals. As noted above, the goals and targets of this level influence the
monitoring level (ibid.).

Figure 6. Activities at the level of targeting. From Hollnagel (2001a).

2.2.2 Interaction Between the Levels
The four levels or loops in the ECOM refer to different aspects of controlling a
system, in this case driving a car. The assumption Hollnagel (2001a) makes is
that these loops are active simultaneously. When driving is smooth and without
problems, it is an indication that the Joint Cognitive System of the driver and the
car is in control, at all levels. The levels are interdependent from the lowest level
of tracking to the highest level, targeting, since the output of the higher levels is
input to the lower levels (Figure 7).

The loops are connected in a hierarchical way where the higher levels can have a
negative effect on the lower levels if problems occur. If a driver is trying to find
his way in an unknown town, an activity on the monitoring level, this may have
effect on the levels of regulating and tracking. However, if the driver is
disrupted in the control loop (for example, by a red traffic signal), the levels of
targeting and monitoring are not affected. Another way the loops interact is that
goals in each control loop can be temporarily postponed if another goal needs
attention. For instance, a driver can postpone the higher level goal of arriving at
a certain destination in order to concentrate on the goal of identifying his present
localization.
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Figure 7. All the levels of the Extended Model of Control.

2.2.3 Compensatory and Anticipatory Control
Driving safely involves being able to see and interpret the road as far ahead as
possible. An experienced driver tries to anticipate what will happen, for
example, changes in traffic movement, road characteristics, and the possibility
of sudden events. Missed detection in driving is more often due to wrong
expectation than to impaired vision (Rumar 1991). The driver uses feedforward
control as he gathers information about the surroundings, attempts to anticipate
what will happen next and, based on this information, plan the driving.

When driving at night a driver faces the problem that visual information is
reduced in quantity and degraded in quality. This reduces the possibility of
anticipating what will happen in the near future and the style of driving changes
accordingly. Since a driver�s expectations are less elaborated, he has to rely on
feedback or compensatory control. Feedback is an error-driven process in which
the driver adjusts his action upon discovering that there is a deviation between
the planned and actual outcome (Vogel 2002). Relying on feedback control the
driver�s reactions become more sudden and inadequate.

2.3 Modeling Time
All activities, mental as well as physical, have duration. It takes time to do
things, and this fact must be integrated in a model that claims to represent any
kind of process. Based on the cyclical model, Hollnagel (2001b) has designed a
model of time (Figure 8) that states that time available (TA) is limited by the
speed of the process. If time to evaluate an action (TE) plus the time to select an
action (TS) is less than (TA) a person has enough time to make an appropriate
choice of action. However if (TE + TS) is greater than (TA) the executor
encounters problems. It implies that the action must be executed without proper
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evaluation and selection, which under some circumstances can put the processor
at great risk.

When applied to driving, the model says that it is crucial for the driver to detect
obstacles early enough to have time to respond to them. The more time a driver
has, the greater the probability that he will develop an adequate situation
understanding and perform a reasonable action; the driver gets better
anticipatory control. If the time needed for evaluating a situation is longer than
the time available, the control will be lost. If the time needed to select an action
is longer than the time available, there is also the risk that an erroneous decision
is made. The time available depends on different factors such as speed, weather,
traffic intensity, driving experience and the quality of visual input (Hollnagel
2001b).

Figure 8. Time and control in the cyclical model. From Hollnagel (2001b).
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3. Driving at Night
Driving a car involves a variety of perceptual, cognitive and motor tasks. It is an
activity that has become increasingly more demanding over the years as the
performance capacity of cars has become better and traffic has increased
immensely. The performance of the driver relies heavily on the availability of
visual information. In daylight, experienced drivers look 100-400 meters in front
of their vehicle. By doing so, they increase the possibility of detecting critical
situations in time. Another benefit of this anticipatory behavior is that the
drivers can drive smoothly because they can see and interpret the road
characteristics and direction ahead of time (Rumar 1991).

At night, the visual conditions of driving are vastly impaired. Consequently,
driving at night poses somewhat different problems than daytime driving. The
forward visual range is reduced to 70 meters with low-beam headlights. High
beam headlights give a forward visual range of about 300 meters. This light is
however narrow so that it doesn�t help in planning ahead on curvy roads or
detecting potential risk factors in the area neighboring the road. Additionally,
the driver needs to dip the headlights when meeting other vehicles. This implies
that there is hardly any possibility to detect critical situations ahead of time or
act accordingly (ibid.).

According to Rumar (1991) a driver of a car mainly has three tasks. The first is
to gather information about what the surrounding environment looks like and
what might happen that is of interest to the driver. The second is to make
decisions based on experience and the gathered information. The third task is to
execute these decisions. These tasks are similar to the basic cyclical model of
control. The different tasks take longer to perform at night and the risk of
making the wrong decision increases as the available information decreases.

What do we need to see when we drive at night? Are detection distance,
recognition distance, target position or any other target visibility more important
than the others? Rumar (2002) suggests that detection is the most significant,
followed by positioning the target in the scene and recognizing the target.

3.1 Vision Enhancement System
A Visual Enhancement System (VES) based on a thermal camera and a Head-
Up Display (HUD) may provide compensation for the missing information in
nighttime driving. Research that will be presented in this section has provided
evidence of various advantages of such a system. At night it becomes possible to
discover obstacles on the road earlier with a VES than without. Early detection
of curves allows more anticipatory control of the driving and hence makes it
easier to plan the driving. The driver should rely on natural vision rather than the
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VES to steer the car. The VES is only intended for detection and warning. This
section will explain some of the technique behind the VES and present some of
the studies made about the topic.

3.1.1 Technical Background
To get a VES image of the world an infrared light, invisible to the human eye, is
used. There are two different techniques for doing this. One is to use an �active�
system that uses an IR/video camera, which creates enhanced contrast using IR-
sources to irradiate objects in the forward scene. This is a low-cost solution with
drawbacks such as an inability to highlight people and animals. An additional
problem is that oncoming cars can blind the system (Karlsson 2002, Gish 2001).
Another technique is to use a �passive� system that is mainly sensitive to
relatively hot or warm objects and makes use of existing temperature differences
in the scene. An advantage of this system is that simple image processing can
increase the contrast of warm objects such as people and animals. This system is
not affected by other light sources. A disadvantage is that the optics of the
�passive� system are rather expensive (Gish 2001, Karlsson 2002, Rumar 2002).

To present the image to the driver four different display configurations have
been discussed in literature. These are based on combinations of display-
location and display symbology type (Gish 2001). Display location shifts
between Head-Up Displays (HUD) and Head-Down Displays (HDD). An HUD
is placed on top of the dashboard (Andreaone, Barham & Eshler, 2000) and
refers to any display with a virtual image that is just under or superimposed on
the drivers forward line of sight. This allows the driver to keep contact with the
real traffic scene while looking at the HUD. The virtual image is often projected
a few meters in front of the driver to avoid accommodation problems when
switching between the HUD and the traffic. An HDD is viewed directly and
placed at least 10 degrees below the driver�s line of sight (Gish 2002).

Display symbology refers to whether the display is contact analogue or not.
With a contact analogue display the image is superimposed onto the direct view
of the forward road scene which requires both identical scale and full
congruence with the real scene. A contact analogue display might be preferable
especially for older persons, since no divided attention is needed. There are
however several problems with contact analogue displays i.e., different vibration
characteristics of the driver and the camera might create a conflict. Another
problem is that the position of the driver eye point is critical and that head
movements may impair the display (Rumar 2002).
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3.1.2 Possible Benefits and Hazards of VES
Incorporating the fact that nighttime driving has additional problems (compared
to daytime driving), as the visual sources of information are impaired, into
Hollnagel�s theory would imply that time available is reduced at night. Using a
VES, this time could be increased and the risk of making errors would be
reduced. Automotive VES has only been studied since 1987, hence there are
several issues that still need investigation. There seems to be a consensus that
VES can enhance the driver performance in visually impaired situations (Taube
2001).

Nilsson & Alm (1996) conducted a study in a moving base simulator in which
they studied driving in a clear sight condition, a fog condition and a fog plus
VES condition. They compared aspects such as speed, lateral position and
distance to the vehicle in front of the participants�. The results show that
although speed increases in the fog plus VES condition, the reaction times are
shorter. The lateral positions were significantly different between all three
conditions where the variability was greatest in the fog plus VES condition and
smallest in the pure fog condition. This indicates that the driver�s anticipatory
control increases when he has a VES in the fog condition.

Karlsson (2002) made a study, similar to the present, in the simulator at
Linköping University. Results show a large beneficial effect of having a VES
system in the proximity of naturalistic targets such as deer and moose when
driving at night. According to this study, the VES enhances the driving quality
at night, for instance, by increasing the time available for the driver to make a
decision. The study also investigated if there was any variance in the driving
performance due to differences in size and contrast configurations of the display.
However no such variations were found.

Introducing a separate display could cause considerable visual interference.
Some of the problems would be difficulty to accurately position the detected
objects, cognitive capture, and occlusion of direct vision. A contact analogue
display could solve some of these problems, but would introduce additional
problems because it is technically more complicated and limits the FoV since it
requires displays at a 1:1 scale (Rumar 2002).

A possible negative effect of a VES is increased workload, however results from
studies are inconsistent. Ward et al (1994, in Rumar 2002) reported a
significantly increased workload when driving a Jaguar with an active contact
analogue HUD. Mental effort as well as mental demand increased markedly.
Nilsson & Alm (1996) on the other hand did not find that a VES had any
influence on the workload levels. According to Rumar (2002) it is reasonable to
assume that a perfect contact analogue display would have the least influence on
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workload. However it is very difficult to accomplish such a perfect contact
analogue system (ibid.).
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4. Problem Definition
The present study will simulate a non contact-analogue HUD that gets the VES
image from a passive IR-system. A non contact-analogue HUD has size
limitations in order to keep it from blocking the view of the driver. The systems
that now are available have a display FoV ranging from 12° to 18°. For this
particular study a 12° FoV display was used. An attendant question is how much
should be shown in the display. In this particular study camera angles 12° and
24° have been used. The camera angles yield that the images in the 12° display
will have different ratios, 1:1 and 1:2. The consequence of this is that objects in
the display, when using a 24° camera angle, will be half the size compared to
using a 12° camera angle.

4.1 Field of View
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects that different FoV of the
VES display have on driving performance. Is there a need to present the
information with an image from a 12° camera angle because the VES display
used (in this study) is a HUD placed directly in front of the driver with a 12°
FoV? In that case the display ratio will be 1:1 and the virtual objects will be the
same size as the real objects. A possible benefit would be that the objects appear
as far away as they look. The main problem the 12° FoV poses is that the FoV is
rather narrow. This implies that objects visible at a far range might disappear out
of the display as the car gets closer (Figure 9). To overcome the obstacle of
narrow FoV there is the possibility of using a 24° FoV camera angle. In that case
the FoV broadens and it is possible to make more objects visible on the screen.
As they are displayed on a 12° display, they will be scaled down to 1:2 ratio.
This will make the image on the display smaller and possibly more difficult to
interpret. On the other hand most people have no problem interpreting objects
they see in the rear view mirror even though the objects are smaller than in
reality (Schenkman & Brunnström 2000). Schenkman et al. mention the issue of
magnification in their paper but they haven�t found any studies made on the
topic, at least not in open literature, nor has the author of this paper.

The resolution of the picture will get lower with a wider opening angle of the
IR-camera. The array size in a 12° x 4° FoV display is 320x120 pixels. With a
12° FoV, 180 pixels will represent a human at 100 meters distance whereas with
a 24° FoV, 45 pixels would be used. The broader the FoV the smaller an object
will appear with a given display. A broader FoV than 24° using a 12° display
size would render it even more difficult to recognize a human at a given
distance. Hence, there is a trade-off between opening angle and resolution
(Källhammer 2002).
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4.1.1 Straight Road Driving
Bringing a car to a stop involves not only the breaking procedure but also time
to react to an obstacle and decide what to do with that information. Hence a
stopping distance is a combination of a reaction distance and a braking distance.
The time from discovering an obstacle until starting to brake is approximately
one second. However, the distance a car travels during that second varies with
the speed of the vehicle, as does the breaking distance (www.ntf.se/uppsala)
(Table 1).

Table 1. Braking distances at various speeds.

Velocity
km/h

Reaction
distance

Braking
distance Total

30 8 m. 5 m. 13 m.
50 14 m. 13 m. 27 m.
70 19 m. 24 m. 43 m.
90 25 m. 30 m. 55 m.
100 27 m. 45 m. 72 m.

When driving 100 km/h on a straight dry road, it takes approximately 72 meters
from the time the driver sees an obstacle to bring a car to halt. With low-beam
headlights a driver sees at most 70-100 meters in front of the car. This means
that a driver has to detect the obstacle immediately as it comes into low-beam
headlight range to have a chance to stop the car in time. In this case however the
obstacle must be on the road. If there is an animal approaching the road it will
probably not be seen. Using a VES the driver�s possibility of detecting obstacles
further ahead, as well as on the side of the road, will increase.

The most essential difference between a 12° FoV and a 24° FoV is that the latter
doubles the horizontal FoV. The critical distance of detecting an obstacle in
order to have enough stopping distance is about 70 meters, driving at a speed of
100 km /h.. When using a VES with a 12° FoV the driver can see 7.4 meters on
each side of the driver centerline when looking 70 meters ahead. Using a display
with a 24° FoV the driver will be able to see 14.8 meters on each side of the
driver centerline at the same distance. This implies that a driver has the
opportunity to recognize additional critical situations, such as wild animals
approaching the road (Figure 9). With a VES the driver can see the road far
ahead.
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Figure 9. A schematic picture of the different FoV.

An experienced driver looks 100-400 meters in front of the car to have time to
make proper evaluations and actions in daytime conditions. Assuming that 400
meters is an appropriate distance to look ahead, let us examine the differences of
FoV in 12° and 24° opening angle of the camera at this distance. At a 400 meter
distance the driver with a 12° FoV sees 42 meters on each side of the driver�s
centerline whereas with the 24°FoV he can see 85 meters on each side.

4.1.2 VES in Curves
Nighttime driving in curves poses a somewhat different problem. A basic
question is if a driver uses the VES at all, when driving in a curve, or if steering
the car through the curve takes all the attention. It has been shown that just
before a turn of the steering wheel begins, the gaze of a driver is locked on to the
inside edge or tangent point of the approaching curve in the road (Bruce et al
1996). If they look at the VES display is that helpful or hazardous? This might
depend on what radius the curve has and how familiar the driver is with the
road. The difference between a 12° FoV and a 24° FoV will find different
expressions in turns to the left than in turns to the right (Figure 10). In a right
turn the larger part of the display will display �nothing� or an area in front of the
car not connected with the road, especially with the 12° FoV, where the image is
narrower. With a 24° FoV ratio display it will be possible to see more of the
terrain to the right of the car. In a left turn the VES will display more interesting
information to the driver since it will cover a larger part of the curve and the
area on the right side of the road. It must nevertheless be made clear that the
driver should rely on natural vision rather than the VES to steer the car. The
VES should be for detection and warning only. However, the question of VES in
curves is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be considered during the
experiments. It might nevertheless be an interesting issue to look into in further
research.

Road 12° 24°

Driver�s
view
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Figure 10. A schematic picture of the differences of FoV when making a right turn
or a left turn

4.2 Hypotheses
Driving at a speed of 100 km/h on a straight dry road, it takes approximately 72
meters to bring a car to halt from the time the driver sees an obstacle. With low-
beam headlights a driver sees 70-100 meters in front of the car. This implies that
a driver has to detect an obstacle immediately as it comes into low-beam
headlight range to have a chance of stopping the car in time.

The hypotheses have the ECOM as a theoretical base, assuming that VES
supports a driver�s anticipatory control. Driving with a VES, a driver will have
critical information earlier and hence have more time available to make a correct
evaluation of the events and therefore make better-grounded decisions and drive
smoother than without a VES. The limited size of the display leads to a trade off
between FoV and resolution. In this study 24° is assumed to give a broader FoV
that yields better anticipatory control without that the reduced resolution having
too much impact on detection and recognition distances. The narrow image of a
12° FoV also implies that objects more than 11 meters from the centerline of the
driver will disappear from the VES before the driver is able to see the object
unaided as the car approaches the object. Some peripheral FoV will be lost with
a 24° FoV as well but not as much. From this general hypothesis two specific
hypotheses were derived.

Hypothesis 1:
A broader field of view will improve the driver�s anticipatory control and lead to
a better driving performance seen as softer braking patterns and less variation of
speed and lateral position. When objects disappear from view, as they are likely
to do with 12° opening angle of the camera (Figure 9), this will result in more
abrupt driving.

12° FoV
24° FoV

Car, about to
make a right

turn

Car, about
to make a
left turn
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Hypothesis 2:
Even if recognition might take place later with a 24° FoV than with a 12° FoV,
due to lower resolution when displayed on a 12°, it will be early enough for the
driver to choose an appropriate action and ensure secure driving. In other words,
the difference in recognition distance will not have any adverse effects on the
quality of driving.

4.3 Limitations
The present study will focus on Field of View. During the experiment several
types of data were logged. Due to time and resource limits this paper will focus
on speed and some aspects of lateral positions of the runs. These parameters are
the ones that are expected to characterize good driving performance.

This study will examine two different FoV 12° and 24°. Both will be displayed
on a screen with 12° FoV. This means that the different conditions also will
differ in ratio as well as FoV. No efforts will be made to separate these
parameters in this particular study.

The present study deals with VES for normal drivers in nighttime traffic. Fog,
rain, snow or other reduced visibility conditions will not be considered, nor will
conditions with street lightning and other distracting light sources.

As discussed above it might have been interesting to study the effect of VES in
curves since, in straight road driving it is expected that the driver would see a
larger part of the world beside the road with a 24° FoV than with a 12° FoV.
However this raises new questions about divided attention and is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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5. Method

5.1 Chosen Methods
To investigate these hypotheses an experiment was conducted in a driver
simulator at IKP (the Department of Mechanical Engineering), Linköping
University. An experiment is a test of cause-effect relationships by collecting
evidence to demonstrate the effect of one variable on another. (Breakwell,
Hammond and Fife-Schaw 1997). Other possible research techniques could be
to conduct interviews or surveys but with these methods no causal relationships
can be inferred. The interest of this study was to see if and what FoV causes
better driving performance and hence an experiment was conducted.

There are two types of experiment designs, a within-group design and a
between-group design. In a between-group design the subjects are allocated into
different experimental conditions. The problem with this method is that there are
different subjects in different conditions so the groups might not be comparable,
which in itself can influence the results. There are methods such as
randomization and matching to try to overcome this problem (Breakwell et al
1997). In a within-group design all subjects are exposed to all experimental
conditions. This can cause problematic issues such as order effects, which can
include learning effects or influencing the levels of concentration. To overcome
these problems counterbalancing can be used, that is the subjects face the
different experimental conditions in differing order (ibid.).

For this particular experiment a within-group design was chosen. One reason
was that differences between groups could be avoided. Since there are only two
experimental conditions it is easy to counterbalance the experiment in order to
avoid systematic order effects. Another benefit of a within group design is that it
is possible for the participants to compare the conditions and give subjective
ratings and attitudes about the independent variable.

As a complement to the experiment a questionnaire was used to get an
understanding of the participants� subjective opinions of the experimental
conditions.

5.1.1 Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of the experiment was driver FoV. The display size
was 12° horizontal FoV. The simulated camera FoV was either 12° or 24° hence
the ratio of the display would either be 1:1 or 1:2.

The general dependent variable of the study was driving performance. Driving
performance can be measured by looking at a diversity of behaviours and
actions, for example speed, braking patterns, steering wheel position and lateral
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position. As much data as possible was collected so that the researchers could
choose from a wide rage of data in the analysing process. However, in this
project it was believed that most information was going to be gained from speed
and breaking patterns as well as lateral position. Driving behaviour was thought
to indicate detection of objects. The earlier the detection of an obstacle, the
longer the time the subjects will have available to make the right decision and to
perform the correct action. This might effect not only the decision of an action
but also the smoothness of the performed action.

5.1.2 Participants
Sixteen experienced drivers, twelve men and four women, participated in the
study. They were between 27 and 57 years old (mean 36.1, s.d. 9.4). They were
randomly assigned to four different groups. No significant differences of age,
sex, or how long they had had their driver�s license could be found between the
groups.

Subjects were recruited by putting flyers on cars at major industries in the
Linköping area. The aim was to recruit experienced drivers since they often
have a more safe and secure driving style than novice drivers (Taube 2001). To
this end it was required for the subjects to have had their license for at least five
years and that they had driven at least 10,000 kilometers per year during this
time.

The recruitment was done in cooperation with the two other experimenters that
were working on adjacent projects. We needed approximately fifteen subjects
each, which made a total of forty-five subjects. To compensate for potential
simulator sicknesses, the aim was to recruit 50 subjects that were randomly
placed in one of the experimental conditions. Simulator sickness might occur in
the fixed-based driving simulator due to a conflict between the visual and
vestibular systems, which may cause headache, nausea and dizziness. (Ward &
Parks 1996, Taube 2001).

5.1.3 Events
The different experimental conditions each took approximately 35 minutes to
drive. They contained four events per condition. An event was defined as an
object, placed near the road, of a kind that a driver can encounter in real life,
such as a person walking a dog or a moose (Table 2).

In order to compare the different camera angles resulting in divergent FoV the
objects were placed at different distances from the road. Two of the objects were
right next to the road, so that they could be seen in both conditions at all times.
The other two were placed 17 meters to the right of the road in a way that they
were seen with a 24° FoV from the moment they appeared in the VES as it is
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about 700 meters in front of the vehicle. They disappeared just when the driver
could see them unaided at about 100 meters in front of the car. With a 12° FoV
the object appeared at the same distance but disappeared from the display when
it was about 200 meters in front of the driver which was 100 meters before it
could be seen unaided. This means that the driver had no chance to see the event
during this time (Figure 9).

Table 2. The events presented to the drivers.

Section 1 Section 2

Event Description Appearing
after: Event Description Appearing

after:

Moose_1_1
Moose standing 17
meters to the right of
the road

9 min. Moose_2_1

Moose standing
right next to the
road on the right
side

5 min.

Deer_1_2
Deer standing right
next to the road on
the right side

13 min. Deer_2_2
Deer standing 17
meters to the right
of the road

15 min.

Deer_1_3
Deer standing 17
meters to the right of
the road

23 min. Moose_2_3
Moose standing 17
meters to the right
of the road

23 min.

Man_1_4
A man with a child
standing on the right
road curb

35 min. Man_2_4
A man with a dog
standing on the
road curb

28 min.

All the objects were stationary since the technology used makes it hard to
synchronize objects over such a long distance. It is also very difficult to make
the movements of the objects authentic enough. If the movements were not
genuine, the inadequacy could consume too much of the participants� attention.
None of the events occurred in the presence of oncoming traffic.

5.1.4 Questionnaire
After the driving session the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire in
order to get their subjective view of the driving experience. The answer
categories were of both qualitative and quantitative nature. The subjects were
asked to grade different aspects of the experiment and to comment on their
grading.

5.2 Apparatus
The experiment was performed in a driving simulator located at Linköping
University. It is a further developed version of a driving simulator used in earlier
experimenting of the VES (Taube 2001, Karlsson 2002). The software was
developed by Virtual Technology.

The software provided a car model, adequate driving sound and a virtual
environment that ran on six networked computers. Three projectors displayed
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the road environment on a winged projection wall with a 115° FoV. The VES
was shown on the screen by a fourth projector placed just above the floor in
front of the driver (Figure 11). The VES picture was displayed in front of the
driver and approximately 2° under the eye ellipse, by definition a HUD.
According to EU regulations, objects directly in front of the driver must be
placed at least 1° under the eye ellipse. However, to avoid ambiguities we
placed it 2° under (EU, 1977). The visual range of the VES was approximately
700 meters and presented on the screen with a 12° x 4° FoV.

Figure 11. A schematic view of the simulator.

The subjects were seated in an authentic car seat of a Saab 95. The seat was
adjustable and placed in a position which ensured that all participants could
reach the pedals, sit comfortably and were able to see over the steering wheel,
assuming their height fell between a fifth percentile woman and a ninety-fifth
percentile man (Pheasant 1996). The seat did not move during the simulation. A
problem with this kind of a fixed-base simulator is that it can cause simulator-
sickness that, as described in a previous section, can cause nausea, headaches
and dizziness (Ward &Parks 1996, Taube 2001). However this can also be a
problem with a moving-based simulator. Ward et al 1996 proposed a list of
recommendations to avoid simulator sickness, which were considered during the
design of the experiment. The recommendations include measures such as using
fit participants, including rest breaks and not have trials that are longer than two
hours.

The simulator had a Saab 95 steering wheel attached to a force feedback motor
and fastened to a frame in front of the subjects. To design a proper driving
situation, measurements were performed in different cars to create a driver space
to fit most drivers. These measurements, along with anthropometric standards

3 m.

VES-projector

Instruments Pedals Steering wheel

Projectors

Side viewTop view
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were used to design the driver space (Pheasant 1996). Data sampling was
recorded at a rate of 20 Hz, giving a resolution of 0.05 seconds. The log
contained parameters such as brake, speed, position in the world, steering,
heading, and lateral position.

5.2.1 The Road Section
The road was developed to fit all three parallel studies that were conducted in
the simulator at that time. The three researchers modeled the road together with
software specialists from Virtual Technology. A factor that was considered
during the development of the road was that there should be comparable sections
of the road both curves and straight passages. The surrounding terrain was to be
varied and change between forests and fields in an effort to make the driving
experience as real as possible.

A 95.8-kilometer long road was modeled for the study (Figure 12). It was
divided into two sections that were approximately equal in length. The first
section began with a nine-kilometer long portion that had a speed limit of 70
km/h after which the speed limit increased to 90 km/h. The second section had a
speed limit of 90 km/h at all times. The road passed a farm in the first section
and a gas station in the second section. The drivers met other vehicles on the
road at predefined locations. Other aspects of the road design, such as width and
surface, were much like the previous experiments done in the simulator (Taube
2001, Karlsson 2002). The road surface was dry and smooth. The road was 9.4
meters wide. Is had one lane in each direction and both lanes ere 3,7 meters
wide with a 1,0 meter shoulder. In the middle of the road and on each side were
10 cm wide intermittent lines according with the Swedish road standard
(Karlsson 2002).
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Figure 12. Road layout.

5.3 Procedure
First the subjects were asked to fill in a background questionnaire (Appendix A),
answering questions about age, gender, driving experience etc. Then they
received a written instructions about the experiment were asked to read it
carefully (Appendix B). After they were finished reading they were given a
chance to ask questions. Since all three experimenters worked on all
experiments alternately, efforts were made to standardize answers. The
instructions described the experimental task and how to handle the car. The
subjects were asked to drive as they normally do on a real highway in
corresponding conditions. The function of the VES was also explained.

The subjects drove in three sessions. The first session was a practice session
where the subjects drove in a nighttime environment without a VES. This was to
get used to the simulator and give the subjects a chance to adjust to the
environment. This session took approximately fifteen minutes. The following
two sessions were the actual experimental conditions. The drivers drove two
different but comparable routes considering length and specific curves. Both
sessions were driven in nighttime conditions with a VES present. The sections
and independent variables were balanced by randomly assigning the conditions
in divergent orders (Table 3). Between the last two sessions there was a short
break when the subjects were offered some refreshments.
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Table 3. The different groups of assigned variables.

First Session Second Session
Group Participants Practice

Session Section FoV Section FoV

1 4 No VES 1 12° 2 24°
2 4 No VES 1 24° 2 12°
3 4 No VES 2 12° 1 24°
4 4 No VES 2 24° 1 12°

Finally the participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning the
experiment (Appendix C). The 18 questions regarded subjective reactions about
the independent variable as well as judgments of the reality of the simulation
and the experience as a whole. After the completion of the entire procedure the
participants received a small gift.

5.4 The Pilot Study
Due to delays of the software development a great deal of the pilot testing was
done by the researchers themselves. As the software developers finished various
parts of the road the researchers tried it out to see that everything worked as
expected. It was important to check that everything worked satisfactorily.

Toward the end of the development period a minor pilot study was carried out in
order to try out the methods, including instructions and a questionnaire. The
pilot study also worked as an aid to validate the world and its reality. Two
participants drove the test run and answered the questions. This worked as a
rehearsal as well as a test of the validity. As a result of this pilot study, some
details of the software were changed, i.e. the path of an oncoming car was
slightly changed for a more accurate feeling.
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6. Results

6.1 Data Selection
Data was collected at a sampling rate of 20 Hz. The data collected was sample
number, time, x-coordinate, y-coordinate, z-coordinate, vehicle heading, pitch
and roll, speed and lateral position. These data were stored in text-files. To
facilitate data handling and calculations, custom-made Perl-scripts were made.

New data sets were made. They contained data within 1500 meters before a
scenario and 500 meters after the scenario. Data for the calculations were
sampled every 5 meters. These data were stored in a new text file, with
conditions, events and participants coded into each line. These new data were
used to compute average braking profile and average lateral position profile. The
data was also plotted using MatLab and computed using SPSS.

To extract data to find the three points in the braking profile, speed data for
every person and every scenario were plotted separately. The researcher then
zoomed in on the points where there was a change of speed and extracted the
data manually. Later a Perl-script was made that had the same purpose. Results
from the manual extraction and data extraction were compared and considered
to be comparable.

6.2 Average Speed
Two sections, containing six subsections each built up the road. To calculate
average speed the length of the subsections was divided by the time it took a
driver to drive that section. Subsections that included events were not included
since differences in braking and acceleration patterns could influence the
outcome. The first section was excluded as well since it contained a stretch with
a speed limit of 70 km/h. Consequently three subsections, covering a total of
17.7 km, were used to calculate average speed. No significant difference in
average speed between a 24° FoV (mean 98.52, s.d. 4.78) and a 12°FoV (mean
97.72, s.d. 6.10) was found (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Average speed.

6.3 Event Analysis
Two parameters of the collected data were analyzed in the proximity of the
scenario, speed and lateral position. From the speed parameter, braking profile
and reacceleration profile were analyzed primarily for the scenarios with objects
17 meters to the right of the road. Lateral position showed no systematic
differences between different FoV at the scenarios far from the road, however
differences could be found passing the scenarios next to the road. Individual
plots for speed profiles for all scenarios can be seen in Appendix E. Mean speed
profiles and lateral position profiles for all scenarios can be seen in Appendix F.

6.3.1 Speed
The speed of a vehicle when approaching a scenario can be divided into three
points or parts. The first (A) is when the driver starts to brake, the second (B)
when they reach a new, lower average speed and the third (C) when they resume
acceleration (Figure 14). Data collected from scenarios with objects close to the
road showed no systematic differences in speed, between the different
experimental conditions. Such differences could however be found when the
objects were 17 meters to the right of the road. The data show a tendency for
drivers with 12° FoV to start their braking sequence earlier than the drivers with
24° FoV. They also tend to keep a lower average speed for a longer time and
start to reaccelerate earlier. The following sections describing results of the
speed parameter will concentrate on the scenarios with objects 17 meters to the
right of the road exclusively when nothing else is stated.
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Figure 14. Average speed passing deer_2_2. The pictures under the
graph show a schematic illustration of how objects move out of the
display as the vehicle approaches the object. The solid square
represents a display with 12° FoV, the dotted square represents a
display with 24° FoV. (Normally the objects with 24° FoV display would
be smaller due to different resolutions)

6.3.1.1 Braking Points
The braking points show that when an object in an event is far away from the
road, the drivers with 12° FoV tend to brake earlier than drivers with a 24° FoV.
Braking points for all drivers passing all objects were extracted and the means
for each scenario were compared. Two significant results were found. When
approaching deer_2_2, drivers with a 12° FoV had a significantly earlier braking
point (�530.0 m., s.d. 101.2 m.) than drivers with a 24° FoV (�325.0m., s.d.
172.3 m.). The same relationship was found approaching moose_2_3 where
drivers with a 12° FoV also had a significant earlier braking point (�539.0 m.,
s.d. 96.5 m.) than drivers with a 24° FoV (�360.0m., s.d. 240.5 m.). Table 4
shows braking point of all objects 17 meters to the right of the road. Note that
the even though not all results are significant, the average driver with 12° FoV
starts to brake earlier than the drivers with 24° FoV. The tendency for the
drivers with a 12° FoV to start braking significantly earlier than the drivers with
24° FoV can also be seen when passing the objects close to the road. The
tendency is not as strong and no statistically significant differences have been
noted.
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Table 4. Average distances before passing an object 17 meters to the right of
the road where changes in speed type occur. Change of speed type occurs at
three points. A is when the driver starts to brake, B when they reach a new,
lower average speed and C when they resume acceleration.

Object FoV A B C

12° -475,6 m.
(s.d. 203,6 m.)

-305,0 m.
(s.d. 156,2 m.)

-103,2 m.
(s.d. 188,2 m.)Moose_1_1

24° -440,0 m.
(s.d. 78.0 m.)

-159,4 m.
(s.d. 114,2)

-93,8 m.
(s.d. 53,5 m.)

12° -438,8 m.
(s.d. 183,2 m.)

-227,5 m.
(s.d. 128,5 m.)

-101,9 m.
(s.d. 92,1 m.)Deer_1_3

24° -380,0 m.
(s.d. 133,7 m.)

-161,9 m.
(s.d. 112,9 m.)

-69,4 m
(s.d. 21.3 m.)

12° -530,0 m.
(s.d. 101,2m. )

-249,4 m.
(s.d. 136,8m.)

-81,3 m.
(s.d. 49,8 m.)Deer_2_2

24° -325,0 m.
(s.d. 172,8 m.)

-80,0 m.
(s.d. 50,0 m.)

-37,5 m.
(s.d. 37,3 m.)

12° -539,4 m.
(s.d. 96,5 m.)

-351,9 m.
(s.d. 109,4 m.)

-86,25 m.
(s.d. 54,2 m.)Moose_2_3

24° -360,0 m.
(s.d. 240,5 m.)

-118,1 m.
(s.d. 111,9 m.)

-41,9 m.
(s.d. 42,4 m.)

6.3.1.2 Reduced Average Speed
The area between B and C illustrates a stretch where the driver keeps a new,
(rather even) lower average speed. This doesn�t occur as predictably as braking
or reacceleration. However it is clear that this distance is longer when driving
with a 12° FoV than a 24° FoV and approaching objects far away from the road.
The distance is significantly longer approaching deer_2_2 for drivers with 12°
FoV (168.1 m., s.d. 105.1 m.) than for drivers with 24° FoV (43.1 m., s.d. 57.0
m.). The same relationship is significant when approaching moose_2_3 (mean
12° FoV 265.6 m., s.d. 114.9 m., mean 24° FoV 76.3 m., s.d. 75.2 m.)

6.3.1.3 Reacceleration.
A tendency could be seen for the average driver with a 12° FoV to start
reaccelerating earlier than with a 24° FoV when approaching a scenario far from
the road. This difference was not statistically significant in any of the cases.

When plotting the individual speed profiles, it can be noted that some of the
drivers started to reaccelerate when they were between 200 and 100 meters in
front of the object (Figure 15). When the objects are 17 meters to the right of the
road the drivers could not see the object either with the VES or with the naked
eye. In all four scenarios with an object 17 meters to the right of the road at least
one driver started to reaccelerate during the phase with no visual contact.
Driving with a 24° FoV visual contact was possible at all times, it was visible in
the VES until it was visible with the naked eye.
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Figure 15. Individual speed pattern for drivers with 12° FoV when
passing deer_1_3. The circles indicate reacceleration of the drivers
when they do not see the object.

6.3.2 Lateral Position
Upon analyzing data from the lateral position of the vehicles, neither statistical
differences nor tendencies could be found between different FoV when the
objects in the scenarios were 17 meters to the right of the road (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. The mean lateral position passing two scenarios with objects 17
meters to the right of the road. No systematic differences can be seen.
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Looking closer at the scenarios where the objects were next to the road,
tendencies could be seen for the drivers with 12° FoV to start steering to the left
earlier than drivers with 24° FoV. Another tendency was that drivers with a 12°
FoV steered more to the left than the other group (Figure 17). However, no
statistically significant differences could be seen in how far they steered to the
left. The difference between when the drivers started to steer left has not been
calculated.
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Figure 17. The mean lateral positions for ManChild_2_1. Note that
the drivers with 12° FoV drive further to the left when passing the
object.

6.4 Qualitative Data
The questionnaire entailed 18 questions (appendix C). Most of the answers did
not show an experienced difference of Field of View. Two questions showed
significantly different grading between 12° and 24° FoV.

6.4.1 Grading of the Questionnaire
Drivers with a 12° FoV graded their understanding of the information that was
presented in the display significantly higher than the drivers with a 24° FoV
during the first experimental session (question no.3). The grading scale was 1 to
7 where 1 represented �very hard to understand the information on the display�
and 7 represented �very easy to understand the information on the display� (12°
FoV mean 6.00 s.d. 0.76, 24° FoV mean 4.63, s.d. 1.19). The same question was
asked about the second session, but no significant differences were reported (12°
FoV mean 6.38 s.d. 0.74, 24° FoV mean 6.50, s.d. 0.76) (question no.10).
Looking at the distribution of the grades (Figure 18) in question no.3 it can be
noted that whereas 2 people in the 12° FoV group rated their understanding as a
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7, very high, no one in 24° FoV did so. Two participants with 24° FoV rated
their understanding as a 3 whereas the lowest rating with 12° FoV was 5.

Figure 18. The histograms show how the participants graded their
understanding of the information presented in the display during the first
experimental session (question no. 3) and the second experimental session
(question no. 10). The grade 1 represents �very hard to understand the
information in the display� and 7 represents �very easy to understand the
information in the display�

During the second experimental session, drivers with a 12° FoV felt
significantly more tired than drivers with 24° FoV (question no.15). This
question had a grading scale with 7 grading options, where 1 represented �very
tired� and 7 represented �not tired at all� (12° FoV: mean 4.63 s.d. 1.92, 24°
FoV: mean 6.50, s.d. 0.72). During the first experimental session no differences
in tiredness were found, for this question the scale was turned around (12° FoV:
mean 3.88 s.d. 1.73, 24° FoV: mean 2.63, s.d. 1.41)

6.4.2 Comments in the Questionnaire
The comments in the questionnaire were generally positive. There were no
differences in amount or content in between 12° FoV and 24° FoV regarding the
positive comments (Table 5). The positive comments can be divided into three
categories, comments about enhanced visibility, comments about the advantages
for driving performance and comments about feeling of security. Quotes of
some typical replies for each category are listed in Table 6.
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Table 5. The number of positive comments divided into
different answer categories and FoV.

Type of comment 12° FoV 24° FoV

Enhanced visibility 8 10

Driving performance 7 8

Feeling of security 3 3

Other typical comments were that the participants felt unfamiliar with the task of
driving with a VES but felt more familiar the more they drove. This was
mentioned by four participants that started with a 12° FoV and four participants
that started with a 24° FoV. Feelings of unfamiliarity did not correlate with FoV.

Two categories of negative comments differed between the FoV group, the
amount of attention that they gave the display and interpretation of the images.
Four participants remarked that they looked too much at the display instead of
looking at the road. All four commented on this when asked about the
experimental session with a 12° FoV. However, in question 7, parts a and b and
14, parts a and b the participants were asked to appraise where their gazes were
during different parts of the experiment and these ratings were almost identical
for the different FoV.
Table 6 Typical replies in the questionnaire Original comments in Swedish can be seen in
Appendix D.

Enhanced Visibility:
�Got a better grasp about the appearance of the road and the surroundings�
�All objects: animals and humans were visible much earlier and clearer�
Driving performance:
�Could react earlier and act accordingly i.e. brake��
�Could adjust the speed�
Feeling of security:
�It felt safer with a VES which gave a more relaxed driving behavior�
Unfamiliarity of driving with a VES:
�It was unusual an I was not sure about what I could to except to see�
Risk of distraction:
�Looked actively on it (the display), tried to steer according to it (the VES)�
Interpretation problems:
�Became unsure of what I really saw and concentrated more on interpreting the
image�

The other category of negative answers was image interpretation. Three
participants replied that they found it difficult to interpret the VES image. These
participants were all in the group that started to drive with 24° FoV and the
answers applied to that condition. No participants mentioned image
interpretation when answering questions about the 12° FoV.
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7. Discussion
This section will first discuss possible interpretations of the results from the
study. This will be followed by a discussion of the result interpretation and a
method discussion. Thereafter a summary and possible conclusions will be
presented and finally some suggestions for new research.

7.1 Result Interpretation
This section presents possible interpretations of the results without making
further conclusions.

7.1.1 Speed
The results showed significant differences on a couple of scenarios in the speed
parameter. These differences were all seen approaching scenarios in which the
objects in a scenario were 17 meters to the right of the road. This matches the
expectations of the researcher, since in this case information disappears from the
display for 100 meters when approaching a scenario. The interpretation of the
results will deal with the scenarios in which the objects are far away from the
road if nothing else is stated.

From the braking profile it can be seen that drivers with a 12° FoV start to brake
earlier than drivers with 24° FoV. A possible explanation for this can be that
since the different FoV are presented in the same size display, and therefore
have different display ratio, the image in the 12° FoV is bigger than the image in
the 24° FoV. A moose in the 12° FoV is twice as big as the moose in 24° FoV.
The objects in 12° FoV also move to the side faster than in the 24° FoV. These
two facts, that objects are bigger and move faster, may give a driver with 12°
FoV the feeling that the object is closer than a driver with 24° FoV and therefore
the 12° FoV drivers started to brake earlier.

The fact that drivers with 12° FoV keep a new, reduced average speed may be
due to the fact that they brake earlier and accordingly reach an appropriate speed
to approach the scenario earlier. Another feasible explanation is that since the
drivers with 12° FoV drive without seeing the object in the VES or with the
naked eye, they try to keep a low average speed while trying to find the
disappeared object. The second explanation is supported by some reacceleration
results. Drivers with 12° FoV tend to start reaccelerating earlier. Even though
the results are not significant it can be seen that in two cases the reacceleration
average is at the time when they have no chance to see the object (Table 4).
Looking at the individual plots, it is clear that at least one of the drivers in each
scenario starts to reaccelerate after the object has disappeared from the VES and
before they can see it with the naked eye. This indicates that they are looking for
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the object and when they cannot see it they start to reaccelerate, possibly
thinking that the danger is over.

Some of the drivers with 24° FoV also start to reaccelerate before they have
passed the object. However, in this case they make an informed decision since
they can see the object at all times.

7.1.2 Lateral Position
No systematic differences in lateral position between the experimental
conditions could be seen when an object was 17 meters to the right of the road.
This is not surprising since there is no need to steer away from objects far from
the road (Figure 16).

It is nevertheless somewhat surprising to see that there is a difference when the
object is close to the road. When approaching the object it can be seen with the
naked eye and thus the drivers could be expected to steer away an equal
distance. However, a possible explanation may be that drivers with a 12° FoV
had a bigger image of the scene for some time, due to the ratio difference, and
therefore steered away more.

7.1.3 Questionnaire
The results of the questionnaire show that 24° FoV might require more time to
learn to interpret than 12° FoV when both are displayed on a 12° FoV display.
This is supported by the fact that during the first session the drivers with 12°
FoV found it easier to understand what they saw in the display than drivers with
24° FoV. During the second session when FoV had been changed no such
differences could be seen. The group that started with 24° FoV drove with 12°
FoV and rated their understanding higher than during the first session. However
drivers that started with 12° FoV and drove with 24° FoV also rated their
understanding higher during the second session. These results correspond well
with the comments made. Three participants that started to drive with 24° FoV
found it hard to interpret the image during the first session. However no such
comments were made either when driving with 24° FoV during the second
session or at any time driving with 12° FoV.

Differences were found between how tired the participants were. These
differences are thought to be due to individual difference rather than to the
experimental conditions.

Positive comments made about the VES did not differ in quality or quantity
between the experimental conditions. Most of the drivers seemed to be satisfied
with the enhanced visibility and their driving performance. Some of the
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participants had feelings of security. During the debriefing after the experiment
several of the participants stated that they had not noticed any difference of the
display between the sessions.

7.2 Result Discussion
This section will look at the interpretations of the results and try to see the
connections between the results and possible relations to previously presented
theories and models.

7.2.1 Braking
On average the drivers with 12° FoV starts to brake between 539 and 428 meters
before an object and drivers with 24° FoV between 440 and 325 meters before
an object. This gives drivers in both conditions plenty of time to evaluate the
situation and select an action according to ECOM (Hollnagel 2001b). A driver
needs approximately 70 meters to bring a car to a halt. The difference between
325 and 70 meters is 255 meters. Driving at 90 km/h it takes about 10 seconds to
travel 255 meters, which ought to be time enough to make an informed decision.
The time is probably even greater since the braking procedure has already
started.

7.2.2 Disappearing Objects
The greatest differences between driving performance in connection with FoV
are seen when the drivers are approaching objects 17 meters to the right of the
road. The difference is primarily seen between 200 and 100 meters before an
object where drivers with a 12° FoV lose visual contact with the object while
drivers with 24° can see the objects at all times.

During the time when the objects are out of the VES and before they can be
spotted with the naked eye the driver relies on his expectations of what will
happen. According to Rumar (1991) you can only see what you expect to see.
Applied to the results it seems that after driving for a couple of seconds without
seeing the actual object some drivers modified their current understanding to
believe that no animals seemed to be coming so they started to accelerate before
seeing the object. Some drivers seem to have expected to see the object and did
not reaccelerate until they could reassess the situation upon seeing the object.
Looking at the results from the point of view of Hollnagel�s (2001b) model of
time and control, the original time available from when they start to see the
object in the VES is interrupted. The external events change the current
understanding and time to select an action becomes shorter since the evaluation
time is extended.

The broader FoV lets the drivers see all the objects in the scenarios at all times.
The objects far from the road also disappeared from the display but not until the
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objects could be seen with normal vision. This implies that the drivers were not
interrupted by having to visually search for an object.

7.3 Method Discussion

7.3.1 Simulator Study
The experiment was conducted in a simulator, which may have implications on
the possibilities of generalization. Do people in a simulator act as they would do
in a real-life situation? It is much safer to run simulator trials than to let
participants drive a real car? This feeling of safety is not completely good, since
some participants may not display a normal driving behavior if they know that
they cannot get hurt. A problem with this particular driving simulator is that all
the objects were stationary, which may have given the participants a feeling of
security. It is assumed that this had little or no effects on the participants since
they were instructed to behave as they normally would in a real traffic situation.
Looking at the data it seems that most drivers behaved as could be expected in
real traffic.

Unfortunately there has been no validation studies conducted the simulator used
for this project. However, Harms (1996) made a validation study of the
simulator at VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute). The
study compared driving speed and lateral position. The results showed that
speed did not differ between a real road situation and the simulator but the
lateral position did. The VTI simulator has an important differentiating feature
from the simulator used in the present project, it has a moving-base. However
the same results has been seen in a validation study with a fixed-base simulator
(Blaauw 1982, in Harms 1996). That study also showed no differences in speed
but in lateral position. This indicates that lateral position is more sensitive to the
simulator condition. Even though no validation study has been made of the
simulator in the present study, it can be noted that the results primarily are
derived from the speed parameter, which has shown to be the least affected
parameter in previous validation studies.

Positive effects of using a simulator are that it is possible to have more control
over the independent variables for example, the experimenter can determine
where the scenarios should be placed and how many moose the participants
should encounter. This makes it easier to compare conditions and to decide what
can differ between the trials. In a field experiment it is impossible to tell a
moose where to emerge and when.
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7.3.2 Preparations
The development of the software took longer than expected. This resulted in
pilot studies that were not carried out to the extent that the researchers wanted.
Most of the work was done by the researchers themselves and it is assumed that
the simulated world was good enough for the purposes of the study. In a parallel
study Karlsson (2002b) conducted a similar experiment, using the same
simulator, road and events as the present study. Participants in Karlsson's study
had a fair amount of on-the-road experience with real world VES. Subjective
opinions in this group were that the simulation of the VES corresponded
adequately with a real world VES.

The method used to detect differences between FoV in a display entailed that the
display size was equally big in both conditions. This implies that the display
ratio was different in the experimental condition. Due to this, no conclusions can
be made about whether differences found are due to ratio or FoV. For this end a
third independent variable should have been used, a 24° FoV display with a 24°
camera angle.

One hypothesis was made on the assumption that recognition distance differs
between the conditions used due to the resolution difference. No effort was
made to see if there were any differences in recognition distance. To be able to
make proper conclusions of the results it may have been useful to assess
recognition distance. This could have been done in a separate experiment in
which participants in some way had to inform the researcher when they saw an
object and when they recognized an object.

7.4 Conclusions
Has the experiment been able to clarify the question it set out to answer? Let us
revisit the hypotheses set out in the beginning of the project.

Hypothesis 1:
A broader field of view will improve the driver�s anticipatory control and lead to a better
driving performance seen as softer braking patterns, and less variation in speed and lateral
position. When objects disappear from view, as they are likely to do with 12° opening angle
of the camera (Figure 9), this will result in more abrupt driving.

The broader FoV seems to improve the driver�s anticipatory control. However,
the better driving performance that was noticed was not seen as softer braking
patterns and less variation of speed and lateral position. Instead it was seen as a
more secure driving possibility where the participants were able to make
informed decisions whereas with a narrow FoV some participants started to
reaccelerate when they could not see an object. The improvement cannot be said
to be due to a broader FoV alone. Ratio correlated with FoV so the conclusion of
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the hypothesis may be that 24° FoV displayed with a 1:2 ratio improves the
drivers anticipatory control compared to a 12° FoV displayed with a 1:1 ratio.

Hypothesis 2:
Even if recognition might take place later with a 24° FoV than with a 12° FoV, due to lower
resolution when displayed on a 12°, it will be early enough for the driver to choose an
appropriate action and ensure secure driving. In other words, the difference in recognition
distance will not have any adverse effects on the quality of driving.

Recognition distance is not studied in this project, thus no conclusions can be
drawn based on specific recognition distances. Källhammer (2002) states that
there are differences in recognition distances between a 12° and a 24° camera
angle displayed in a 12° FoV display due to resolution limitations and larger
FoV. In any case, drivers with a 24° FoV on a 12° FoV display are able to
choose an appropriate action in this experiment. It may be concluded that any
difference in recognition distance that may exist seems to have no adverse
effects on the quality of driving.

7.5 Further Research
The ECOM is according to Hollnagel (2001a) connected hierarchically. If
drivers run into a problem on the targeting level, for example by losing sight of
an object, the lower levels will be affected. In this particular experiment none of
the loops are controlled so this study cannot support this particular part of the
model. It would however be interesting to conduct an experiment where the
lower levels are studied when running into this kind of a problem. For example
since the interaction in ECOM is hierarchical, problems at the monitoring level
can cause a disruption in the lower levels. To examine this a possible design
would be to compare a situation where the driver run with problems in the
monitoring level with a driver that encounter no problems and compare the
execution of tasks in the lower levels. The drivers could be given a task where
he has to find his way from spot A to spot B an either an unknown ore in his
home town, a task on the monitoring level. Tasks on the monitoring level can
influence tasks on the tracking and regulating levels such as speed, lateral
position, vehicle position relative to other traffic elements. These parameters
would be studies to see drivers have different behaviors due to differences in the
monitoring level.
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Appendix A
Background questionnaire

Hej och välkommen till försöken i bilsimulatorn!

Här följer några bakgrundsfrågor vi gärna skulle vilja ha svar på innan försöken
sätter igång.

Kön: Kvinna [  ] Man [  ]

Antal år med B-
körkort:_______________________________________________________

Ålder: _______

Hur många mil har du kört per år
de senaste 5 åren
(uppskattningsvis):___________________________________________

Sysselsättning:____________________________________________________
_________

Har du kört bilspel på dator? Nej [  ]
Ja [  ] Hur

mycket?_________________________

Har du något känt synfel? Nej  [  ]
Ja [  ]
Vad?_______________________________
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Appendix B
Instructions

Instruktioner

Tack för att du har valt att delta i vår forskningsstudie. Det kommer att gå till på
följande sätt:

Du har redan fyllt i vårt bakgrundsformulär och nu börjar själva experimentet.
Försöket äger rum i en bilsimulator. Bilen är automatväxlad så du behöver inte
växla, bara gasa och bromsa. Bilen är inte utrustad med blinkers eller helljus.

För att vänja dig vid simulatorkörning och förhållandena under körningen får du
först köra en träningssträcka som är ca 2 mil lång.

Du kommer sedan att få köra två försöksomgångar som är ca 4,5 mil långa.
Mellan dessa kommer du få en liten paus då vi bjuder på fika. Under dessa
körningar kommer du ha tillgång till ett Vision Enhancement System (VES) som
genom värmeskillnader i världen, kan ge en bild som visar objekt upp till 700
meter framför bilen. Vägen du kör på är i landsvägsmiljö, du ska under båda
körningarna följa landsvägen. Kör som om det var på riktigt, följ trafikreglerna.

Efter att båda försökskörningarna är avslutade kommer du att få fylla i
ytterligare ett frågeformulär om hur du upplevde systemet.

Viktigt att komma ihåg:

•  Detta är en vetenskaplig undersökning. Lek inte!
•  Det är frivilligt att delta i undersökningen.
•  Du kan avbryta försöket när som helst.
•  Om du behöver få kontakt med försöksledarna under försöket så hör vi dig

när du pratar.
•  Alla körningar kommer att registreras i datorn.
•  Det är säkerhetssystemet vi undersöker, inte dig.
•  Försöksledaren svarar på eventuella frågor.
•  Var vänlig och stäng av din mobiltelefon under undersökningen.

Frågor?
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Instruktioner, lathund

•  Följ landsvägen du kör på.

•  Kör som du skulle ha gjort om det var på riktigt.

•  Bilen är automatväxlad.

•  Bilen är inte utrustad med blinkers eller helljus.

•  Körtiden är cirka 35 minuter per körning.
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Appendix C
Questionnaire

Frågor efter simulatorkörning

1. Vad tycker du om VES-bildens placering under körningarna?

Mycket bra

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

2. Hur var det att se informationen som presenterades i displayen under första
körningen?

Mycket svårt Mycket lätt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

3. Hur var det att förstå informationen som presenterades i displayen under
första körningen?

Mycket svårt Mycket lätt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

4. Hur påverkades din körprestation av VES-bilden under första körningen?

Mycket positivt inte alls Mycket negativt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du tycker att din körprestation påverkades av VES-bilden, på vilket sätt
tycker du att det
påverkades?______________________________________________________
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5. Hur upplevde du informationen i VES-bilden under första körningen?

Ej distraherande Mycket distraherande

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du tycker att informationen i VES-bilden var distraherande (2-7), på vilket
sätt tycker du att den var
distraherande?_____________________________________________________

6. Hur upplevde du detaljnivån i VES-bilden under första körningen?

För hög Bra För låg

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

7. Var vilade du din blick under första körningen med VES-bilden?

I början av körning 1: I slutet av körning 1:

[  ] Endast på omgivningen [  ] Endast på omgivningen

[  ] Mest på omgivningen, [  ] Mest på omgivningen,
men ibland på VES-bilden men ibland på VES-bilden

[  ] Lika mycket på VES-bilden [  ] Lika mycket på VES-bilden
och omgivningen och omgivningen

[  ] Mest på VES-bilden, men [  ] Mest på VES-bilden, men
ibland på omgivningen ibland på omgivningen

[  ] Endast på VES-bilden [  ] Endast på VES-bilden
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8. Hur kände du dig under första körningen?

Inte alls trött Mycket trött
[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du var trött (2-7), när var du
trött?____________________________________________

9. Hur var det att se informationen som presenterades i displayen under andra
körningen?

Mycket lätt Mycket svårt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

10. Hur var det att förstå informationen som presenterades i displayen under
andra körningen?

Mycket lätt Mycket svårt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

11. Hur påverkades din körprestation av VES-bilden under andra körningen?

Mycket positivt inte alls Mycket negativt

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du tycker att din körprestation påverkades av VES-bilden, på vilket sätt
tycker du att det
påverkades?______________________________________________________
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12. Hur upplevde du informationen i VES-bilden under andra körningen?

Mycket distraherande Ej distraherande

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du tycker att informationen i VES-bilden var distraherande (1-6), på vilket
sätt tycker du att den var
distraherande?_____________________________________________________

13. Hur upplevde du detaljnivån i VES-bilden under andra körningen?

För låg Bra För hög

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

14. Var vilade du din blick under andra körningen med VES-bilden?

I början av körning 2: I slutet av körning 2:

[  ] Endast på omgivningen [  ] Endast på omgivningen

[  ] Mest på omgivningen, [  ] Mest på omgivningen,
men ibland på VES-bilden men ibland på VES-bilden

[  ] Lika mycket på VES-bilden [  ] Lika mycket på VES-bilden
och omgivningen och omgivningen

[  ] Mest på VES-bilden, men [  ] Mest på VES-bilden, men
ibland på omgivningen ibland på omgivningen

[  ] Endast på VES-bilden [  ] Endast på VES-bilden
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15. Hur kände du dig under andra körningen?

Mycket trött Inte alls trött
[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du var trött (1-6), när var du
trött?____________________________________________

16. Fick simulatorn dig att må illa?

Inte alls Mycket illa?
[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ] [ 6 ] [ 7 ]

Om du mådde illa (2-7), på vilket sätt mådde du
illa?__________________________________________________
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Appendix D
Original comments on the questionnaire

Förbättrad sikt:
�Fick bättre uppfattning om vägens utseende och omgivningen�
�Alla föremål: djur och människor syntes mycket tidigare och tydligare�
Kör prestation:
�Kunde reagera tidigare och vidta åtgärder tex. bromsa��
�...kunde anpassa hastigheten�
Säkerhetskänsla:
�Det kändes mycket tryggare med VES och därmed ett avslappnat körsätt�
Ovana vid att köra med VES
� Det var ovant och jag var osäker på vad jag kunde förvänta mig att se�
Risk att bli distraherad:
�� tittade aktivt på den(displayen), försökte styra efter den (VES)�
Tolkningsproblem:
�Blev osäker på vad jag egentligen såg och koncentrerade mig mer på att tolka
bilden�
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Appendix E

The curves from the individual speed curves will be presented for each scenario.
The first plot for each scenario shows the speed profile for drivers with a 12°
FoV and the second plot shows the speed profiles for drivers with 24° FoV.
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Appendix F
The curves from the average speed profiled and lateral position profiles will be
presented for each scenario. The first plot for each scenario shows the speed
profile and the second plot shows the lateral position profile.
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